ENGLISH
Poetry: Creating Images
Fiction: Stories with an Historical Setting
Non-Fiction: Non-Chronological Report,
Recount (Newspaper)
Reading: Destination Reader
Core Text: Poisoned Honey Cake & Non
fiction text on the Irksome Invaders
GPS: Plural and possessive –s, noun
phrases expanded by adjectives, fronted
adverbials, paragraphs, cohesion (nouns
SCIENCE
In A State: Comparing, grouping and
changing materials; the water cycle
Who Am I? Classification of living
things; responding to the environment
Our Changing World: Classifying
leaves
COMPUTING
Coding: Animations
Writing for different audiences
Online Safety: Going Phishing
P.E.
Coach
Dance
Games: Hockey
Gymnastics unit 1

This term, the children will be travelling back in time to see
what life was like in Roman, Anglo-Saxon and Viking Britain.
The children will become geographers and historians
throughout the term. We hope to have a visit from a Roman
Centurion and have a fun filled Viking Day. The children will
be researching where and why these Irksome Invaders’ came
to our British shores. They will immerse themselves in their
culture by researching what everyday life was like. They will
research clothes and armour for these invaders and try some
on. In English, the children will take on the role of a Roman
author and newspaper editor; they will write their own news
story and edit and present a newspaper report. The children
will become fantastic Mathematicians by learning the codes
for Roman Numerals.
WOW:
Anglo-Saxon Pottery
Making Roman artefacts
A Roman visitor
Viking Day

ART
Improve mastery of art and design techniques (mosaics)
D.T.
Design, make and evaluate products exploring strength and
stiffness
MUSIC
Using their voices, perform in ensembles
Improvise and compose music for a purpose using interrelate dimensions of music

MATHEMATICS
Place Value
Addition and Subtraction
Length and Perimeter
Multiplication and Division
HISTORY
The Irksome Invaders their impact; Their
various withdrawal from Britain and the
end of their cycle of tyranny.
GEOGRAPHY
Locate Europe’s countries
Land use now and then
R.E.
Hinduism 3: Gods and Beliefs
Hinduism 4: Pilgrimage
PSHEC
Recognise their own and other’s worth
RSE
Differences between males and females
MFL (SPANISH)
Naming parts of the body
Partes del Cuerpo
Days, weeks, months
Dias, semanas y meses

